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The OpenIDEO Atlanta and Wish for WASH
(W4W) Design Challenge, known as the
Design Jam, was a success on the part of
OpenIDEO, W4W, and the 10 participants
(comprised of both undergraduates and
graduate students from the metro-Atlanta
area) that attended for the second event of
the year. This 2nd collaboration was held
on November 9th, 2019 at the DesignBloc
at Georgia Tech as means to educate and
advocate for World Toilet Day 2019 later in
the month.
OpenIDEO is a collaborative organization
that focuses on innovative thinking and
human-centered design. OpenIDEO’s work
spans all types of challenges, and for the
Design Jam, we focused on ideation and
prototyping concepts for how we might
make public bathroom experiences more
enjoyable. The W4W Design Thinking Lead,
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Anya Smith-Roman, worked in collaboration
with the OpenIDEO Atlanta team (led by
Eric Kim) to integrate the aspects of the
human-centered design and rapid prototyping
methodology in sanitation and water sector.
The Design Jam began with presentations
from Anya and Eric to set the tone and theme,
“How might we create an enjoyable public
bathroom experience?” Icebreakers and
brainstorming techniques followed; associating
random objects shown on the projector to
create an innovative prototype. The groups
were challenged to not only get to know one
another, but to also initiate design thinking and
a ‘yes, and’ ideating mentality.
Groups were then asked to ideate on the major
problem they would like to work with such as
‘how we have a proactive approach to prevent
messes rather than a reactive focus on cleaning
in public bathrooms?’ and ‘what do people
value about their bathroom experiences?’

Through a series of interactive brainstorming in bursts of about 5-10 minutes, the groups
were able to come up with solutions to their problems and eventually present them to all the
attendees. The Design Jam produced innovative and pilot-able sanitation solutions, as well as
met the broader goals developed by the OpenIDEO Atlanta & W4W leadership teams.
The 4 teams produced the following solutions:
Self-Cleaning
Potty is a porta
potty that is coated
with a hydrophobic
coating and spray
cleans itself.

Smart-a-Potty
is a smart toilet that
communicates with the
iPotty app to incentivize
cleanliness. Users scan
a QR code to unlock
the toilet and rate its
cleanliness after the
previous user. It selfcleans with a sanitizing
foam ejected from the
ceiling between uses.

iPotty is an app to
locate nearby public
bathrooms with a
peer-based review
system to receive
user-based and
community-based
rewards.

Grate Sanitation
Toilet System is a
Porta Potty structure
designed to improve
sanitation. It eliminates the
need to use your hands
while using the bathroom
and keeps the floors more
clean. There is a foot mat
before you enter, a foot
handle to open/close/lock
the door, and a grated
floor to prevent dirt and
liquid build up to the
timer.

SUMMARY
This Design Jam
raised awareness
of the needs and
possibilities for
integrating technology
and innovation into
American public
toilets to improve
the experience for
all of their users/
stakeholders.
Participants learned
the basics of fastpaced design thinking
and how to brainstorm
and then select ideas
effectively.

W4W used this workshop to further establish its presence in both the Georgia Tech and
the Atlanta community as young though leaders and innovators in the WASH sector. We
are excited to see how we can further test these ideas and continue these Atlanta-based
educational collaborations with our future WASH work because #everybodypoops.
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